WYCOMBE DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN EXAMINATION
MATTER 10
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK AND ALLOCATION BE2
MR L NOÉ - ID REF. 0979
Q1 Are the following allocations soundly based and is there evidence that the development of the
sites is viable and deliverable?
d)

BE2 - Hollands Farm, Bourne End and Wooburn.

1.
This statement responds to the Inspector's Matters, Issues and Questions in relation to
Matter 10 and draws together the evidence to support the position that the BE2 Hollands Farm,
Bourne End and Wooburn allocation is soundly based with particular reference to its viability and
deliverability. These submissions should be read in conjunction with:
i)

the representations made by Mr Noé (a) under Regulation 19 (and not repeated here) and in
particular the accompanying technical appendix; and (b);in relation to Matter 2 The Plan's
Strategy; Matter 3 Housing Provision, Supply, Affordability; and Matter 6 Green Belt;
ii) the representations submitted by Catesby Estates PLC (ID Ref. 1168) at Regulation 19 stage
and in relation to Matters 2, 3, 6 and 10;
iii) the Statement of Common Ground (in the course of production) between Wycombe District
Council (“WDC”), Catesby Estates and Mr L Noé.
2.
The matters set out below focus on particular issues which the representor considers to be
important in relation to assessing the soundness of the Plan.
3.
Mr Noé is the freehold owner of the Jackson's Field part of the proposed BE2 allocation
which lies at the northern end. Mr Noé is committed to working proactively to deliver the allocation
in the Plan period. Mr Noé is advised by Capreon who are a real estate investment, management
and advisory firm who have strong track record of delivering sites.
4.
Between Mr Noé and Catesby Estates (who are promoting the Hollands Farm part of the
allocation) the parties (who are working together proactively and collaboratively) control all of the
23.7 ha. site but for a small rectangular piece of the allocation situated in the far north east corner
extending to approximately 0.21 ha. It is understood that this area is owned by the adjacent Church.
This area may or may not come forward as part of the allocation in due course. If it does not, its size
and position mean that it holds no strategic significance that would impact on the delivery and/or
capacity of the allocation. The illustrative layout Fig. 39, part of the supporting text to BE2, is
produced for the purposes of assessing development capacity and is not a prescriptive design for the
allocation.
5.
WDC has tested the viability of the site in document VIA1. The assumptions and inputs used
in this document to determine the viability of the BE2 site are considered to be realistic. The
appraisal work demonstrates that the site can deliver policy compliant levels of affordable housing,
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while securing appropriate levels of financial contributions so that the requirements of Policy BE2, as
set out in subsections 1 - 4 (incl.) of the Policy, can be met.
6.
The origins of the Jackson's Field part of the BE2 allocation lie in an extended examination
over many years of the site's suitability for accommodating new housing development. This process
is set out in Appendix 1.
7.
Detailed assessments, carried out as part of the site emerging through the Local Plan
process, (outlined in Appendix1) demonstrate that there are no technical issues or constraints that
would prevent the development of Jackson's Field.
8.
The Regulation 19 representations on behalf of Mr Noé also supported policies CP1, CP2,
CP3, CP4, CP7, CP8, CP9, CP10, CP11 and CP12. These representations concluded that the plan was
sound.
9.
In order to demonstrate the soundness of the Plan, these themes were addressed in further
detail in the additional statements on Matters 2, 3 and 6 produced in response to the Matters,
Issues and Questions for Stage 1 of the Examination. Those submissions provide context for this
statement and Appendix 2 summarises some of the key points previously made.
10.
At the Regulation 19 representations stage and in the course of Stage 1 of the Examination,
some objections to the Plan were directly related to the BE2 allocation either in relation to strategic
and/or site specific issues.
11.
Pegasus Group on behalf of Keep Bourne End Green ("KBEG") raised a number of
deliverability matters at section 6 of their Regulation 19 representations on paragraphs 5.4.17 5.4.25 of the supporting text to Policy BE2. The questions raised are set out below with responses;
1. Q. As to whether the site is evidenced as deliverable in years 1-5 of the plan period? A. The
Council's assessment of the site being deliverable in years 6 to 10 of the Plan period is not
as a consequence of significant issues as Pegasus seek to claim. Both Mr L Noé and Catesby
Estates are committed to bringing forward the site in years 1-5 of the Plan period. The
detailed assessments undertaken by both parties (e.g. see Appendix 1) support this
timescale for delivery;
2. Q. As to whether the necessary highway infrastructure is deliverable? A. Highway matters
and the response to specific issues raised by Motion are covered elsewhere in this
Statement (see paras. 16-18 and Appendix 4) and separately by Catesby Estates. However
to confirm the Jackson's Field part of the allocation abuts the public highway at Princes
Road. There are no private road ownership issues;
3. Q. As to the ownership of Jackson's Field and the alleged unwillingness of the landowner to
develop the site? A. The owner of Jackson's Field, Nr Noé, fully intends to develop the site
(see para. 3 above) and as evidenced in Appendix 1;
4. Q. As to whether there is viability evidence to substantiate a policy compliant development?
A. Pegasus claim no detailed viability evidence was available, but the Council's Viability
Assessment VIA1 (that includes the BE2 site) was published in May 2017 some 7 months
before Pegasus made these comments. Both Mr L Noé and Catesby Estates have reviewed
the Council's detailed viability assessment of the site and support the general conclusions
that the site is viable (see para.5).
12.
There were attempts to question the classification of Bourne End and Wooburn as a Tier 2
settlement. The methodology of the settlement strategy (as used by other Councils) is based on
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three key areas - population, service provision and accessibility. This defines the functionality of
settlements where lack of a particular service or facility can be "offset" by good accessibility.
13.
This gives sensible flexibility and avoids the assessment process being driven by the
perception, by some, that particular locations/communities are separate from each other. (It should
be noted that the emerging Neighbourhood Plan encompasses both Bourne End and Wooburn.)
14.
Similarly, as to the concern by some that the existing facilities within the settlement of
Bourne End and Wooburn are being eroded, housing growth also brings with it significant economic
benefits to the area including increased spending power to support local shops and services.
15.
Appendix 3 contains an economic benefits assessment associated with the BE2 allocation.
This demonstrates that the development of the allocation would result in significant financial and
employment benefits.

Highways
16.
At both the Regulation 19 stage and for Stage 1 of the Hearing, the highway position in
relation to BE2 was clearly set out. In particular the technical highway assessments carried out for
the Regulation 19 representations were fully supportive of the overriding principle of the BE2
allocation. The detailed highway comments made at the Regulation 19 stage have been subject to
further technical assessment work which has included traffic counts, junction assessments and
traffic modelling. Much of this further work has been carried out in association with WDC, the
County and Catesby. This holistic approach has enabled the parties to positively address previous
issues and reach an agreed position (to be set out in the Statement of Common Ground) that
accords with the Transport requirements of BE2.
17.
However, transport consultants Motion prepared a Transport Feasibility Appraisal (TFA)
dated November 2017 in relation to BE2 on behalf of Keep Bourne End Green (KBEG). The TFA raises
a number of issues relating to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Cores End Road/Princes Road Junction;
Princes Road Private Ownership;
Bus Strategy;
Bridgestone Drive Access; and
Proposed Mitigation Capacity Assessments.

18.
These technical highways issues are addressed in Appendix 4 which includes a junction
design for Cores End Road/Princes Road, demonstrating one way in which site access could be
achieved. None of the issues raised by Motion are considered to impact on the delivery of the site
from a highway perspective.

Green Belt
19.
The BE2 allocation has been carefully and soundly considered by WDC and we endorse this
process.
20.
During the Stage 1 Matter 6 Hearing session no party made specific reference to any
inconsistencies involving the green belt (“GB”) scoring or methodology principles that would
undermine the BE2 allocation (albeit that some parties disagree with the scores in the Assessment).
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21.
The (Part 2) GB Assessment undertaken by WDC correctly found that overall the promoted
parcels (SBE0027 and SBE0028) scored relatively weakly against the Framework purposes (Stage 1A
of the report). Stage 1B (Defining Site Boundaries) found that:
“[the] Site is fully enveloped on all sides... [and the] site is bounded on three sides by areas of nongreen belt land at Bourne End”1.
22.

The Landscape Appraisal undertaken within that document correctly found that:

“The northern half of the site, particularly the most northerly field, has a high capacity for
development where the site is relatively enclosed and the landscape is most heavily influenced by
neighbouring development” (p.41).
23.
Jackson’s Field forms a small part of sub-area RSA-19 - assessed as having an overall score of
‘medium’ contribution to GB purposes. The assessment stated that:
“RSA-19 is almost completely enveloped by built form as a result of extensive ribbon development on
Hedsor Road, which although washed over in the Green Belt, has an urban character and is
functionally linked to Bourne End/Wooburn. While the sub-area is largely open, the influence of
built-form reduces its sense of rurality.” (Buckinghamshire Authorities GBA, Methodology and
Assessment of General Areas, para. 6.4.45).
24.
Hedsor Road lies approximately 0.5km south of the Site and, therefore, does not form one of
the site boundaries. However, Jackson’s Field is contained on three sides by urban development
along Princes Road, Cores End Road and Hawks’ Hill. When considered in relation to the whole of
the proposed allocation (BE2) the site would be fully bounded on all of its sides, when taking into
consideration the whole of the wider sub-parcel.
25.
WDC GB Stage 2: The ‘Draft’ Part 2 GB Site Assessment correctly took forward "general
areas" and "sub-parcel areas" that had been identified in Part 1 as warranting further consideration
for potential removal from the GB together with smaller land parcels which had been suggested to
WDC for development and a series of "wider sense checks" sites identified by WDC. This assessment
is based on parcels of a finer grain.
26.
Sustainability: Bourne End/Wooburn is a Tier 2 settlement that is demonstrably sustainable.
Development in this area has direct access to a wide range of facilities and services all supported by
good accessibility (see Matter 2 Statement). We note that Upper Hedsor Road Residents Association
(UHRRA) disagree about the sustainability of the Site (their paragraph 2.5). However, they refer only
to traffic problems (matters fully addressed by Cannon), as opposed to addressing the Economic,
Social and Environmental strands identified in the Framework.
27.
GB Removal: Contrary to the unjustified objections of UHRRA or KBEG during Stage 1 of the
Hearing, the assessment process correctly reviewed sites identified earlier in the Buckinghamshire
Part 1 GB Assessment against the five Framework GB Purposes (see our Matter 6 Statement).
28.

Rational Built up Area: We endorse the approach WDC has taken to remove sites that

“would result in a rational built up area, contiguous with an existing non-GB area”.

1

P.39 WDC Part 2 Green Belt Site Assessment Draft June 2016, Appendix 4,
Individual Site Assessments.
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29.
Boundaries – We agree with WDC’s approach to securing boundaries that would be
permanent, robust, and based on enduring natural or other features, that are, “as exists – or suitable
boundaries can be secured with limited mitigation”.
30.
Indeed, we note that in para 2.3 of their November 2017 representations statement, it is
acknowledged by UHRRA that they concur (with WDC and other professionals) in considering the
new boundary to be “robust and well defined". Their main concern appears to be issues beyond the
plan period. Whilst the future cannot be predicted, the process ensures the strength and durability
of the remaining GB designation.
31.
Whilst the unjustified criticism of WDC’s assessment of GB purposes and Policy BE2 raised in
the KBEG, UHRRA, BERA and HHWRG (West Waddy) representations are addressed in our Matter 6
Statement (see paras. 23-31), the additional points below are also material:
32.
Re Purpose 1: If Policy BE2 were released and developed, the extent of existing built
development already extends further in all directions. The allocation is "surrounded" in a physical
and visual sense and it would not be perceived as an outward extension of a settlement edge.
33.
Contrary to KBEG’s claims as to the “inadequate evidence base” and the alleged failure to
identify "likely Significant Effects on the environment", the evidence base (see Topic Paper 7)
demonstrates that WDC has identified and had regard to likely significant effects on the
environment. For example, it has carried out detailed assessments of sites in the AONB protected
landscape. WDCs Stage 2 GB work also included specific site assessment work. A future planning
application, including a developing scheme layout, would address any issues of potential harm and
necessary mitigation, as part of the design process.
34.
The GB Assessments (GB1 and GB2) are soundly based, justified and consistent with national
policy. The removal sites have been properly identified and assessed, including a detailed
assessment of the contribution of each to the GB purposes. WDC’s approach and conclusions are,
therefore, sound. In relation to the AONB, it should be noted that there would be no effect on the
setting of the landscape due to landform, surrounding context, landscape features (trees and
woodland) that prevent any visibility with Jackson's Field.
Landscape and Visual Matters
35.

The Site does not fall within an area of designated landscape – AONB, or a local designation.

36.
Although UHRRA representations provide no evidence of any landscape/visual harm, it is
mistakenly asserted (in their November 2017 representations) that the land at Hollands Farm is
Grade 2, according to the Agricultural Land Classification Map. It is in fact Grade 4 (Poor).
37.
The WDC’s Landscape Character Assessment, (which is district wide) acknowledges the site
character as being within an area of Settlement/Urban, due to the effect of containment by
surrounding land uses, which are predominantly built form.
38.
Mr Leay (on behalf of KBEG) criticises WDC and promoter (1.5 and 1.6) for not having carried
out their own LVIA. His "LVIA" (document title and 1.1) is, however, caveated by admitting there is a
lack of detail at this stage (1.7) so it cannot be considered a full assessment. This sets the scene for
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an unfortunate and skewed approach to strategic work and plan making. It would be highly unusual
for any authority to carry out a full LVIA given the early stage of proceedings. WDC and promoters
have produced adequate and suitable evidence and assessments, commensurate with this stage of
the plan making process.
39.
At 4.4 of his "LVIA" Mr Leay acknowledges that the (significant) landscape effects of a
residential allocation in this location are limited to only the site itself and immediate area. He does
not claim any widespread harm to the surrounding landscape, townscape, wider character areas.
We agree with this overriding conclusion.
40.
Mr Leay produces a skewed assessment of Landscape Setting (2.19-2.23) which focus on his
own 4 landscape characteristics. Mr Leay has chosen to ignore the characteristics identified in
WDC’s LCA and the extent of the urban influence of the settlement. Mr Leay also wrongly asserts
that the landscape is “not adversely affected to any significant degree by the adjacent settlement”.
41.
Whilst Mr Leay criticises WDC at 5.1 about a perceived lack of evidence, he fails to
acknowledge the extent of information WDC has produced in reaching its conclusions, including the
findings of HELS4 Urban Design Assessment Capacity for the BE2 Site. This strategically examines (as
appropriate for this stage of the process) the site, identifies the key issues, opportunities and
constraints and how detailed matters could be addressed.
42.
Mr Leay has not fully considered the influence of the surrounding townscape or urban
influences and recorded those in his photographs. In long views, for example, view K is so far from
the Site that he has noted below the photograph that “the lower fields are screened by trees”. The
evidence confirms that BE2 is ideally placed in a low lying area of land, adjacent to settlement and
would be well screened by the wooded hills that surround it.
43.
By contrast, WDC’s Plan Map 8 clearly identifies how the work undertaken has led to a clear
strategy for sustainable development in Bourne End and Woodburn. It has resulted in a carefully
considered amended GB boundary that is logical, durable, and defensible (permanent) in the long
term. It also takes into account (for example through other studies such as the AONB study) the
constraints associated with other land in the District.
44.
The GB and landscape work carried out by the promoters of BE2 endorse the work of WDC
and confirm that this is a robust and appropriate approach to support the conclusions reached in
respect of the BE2 site.
Conclusion
45.
The BE2 allocation is soundly based. The evidence presented by the promoters of the site at
all stages of the emerging LP process has demonstrated and confirmed that the approach of WDC is
correct and appropriate. The BE2 site has been shown to be viable and is able to meet WDC's policy
aspirations creating a successful new addition to the settlement of Bourne End and Wooburn. Given
the promoters’ commitment and the evidence submitted in support of the allocation, the site is
plainly deliverable.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Planning Works Ltd 17th August 2018.
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APPENDIX 1
Jackson's Field Local Plan Timeline

1. Submission of the site to be considered as part of WDC's Housing Land Site Suggestions 2013 Consultation;
2. Representations to the Options Consultations on the Wycombe District Local Plan February
2014 (the site was identified in WDC’s Strategic Land Availability Interim Report dated
February 2014 at Appendix 7, Greenfield Sites within the Green Belt (ref. SBE0027)); and
3. Representations to the New Wycombe District Local Plan Draft Consultation Document June
2016 (where the BE2 allocation first emerged).
The 2014 representations were accompanied by technical assessments in relation to flood risk,
utilities, ecology, highways and landscape demonstrating the site's deliverability. The 2016
representations included an update/review of these technical assessments which demonstrated that
there had been no change in circumstances.
In common with the previous representations, the Regulation 19 representations were entirely
supportive of the principle of the BE2 allocation.
The technical appendix produced as part of the Regulation 19 representations deepened its
evaluation of Jackson's Field to include detailed assessments on:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

site analysis and topography;
green belt assessment;
strategic landscape and visual assessment;
ecology;
highways; and
flood risk and surface water management.

APPENDIX 2
Matters 2, 3 and 6 summary points

Overall Spatial Strategy Matter 2:
The overall spatial strategy (CP2) makes a clear distinction between where development will be
acceptable and where it would not. The green belt release envisaged by the strategy will only be
undertaken in exceptional circumstances and is, therefore, consistent with the approach in the
Framework. It is, therefore, positively prepared and the Plan's eight strategic objectives underpin
the core planning principles of sustainable development. The settlement hierarchy provides a clear
and logical framework to identify sustainable locations for development. The principles for Bourne
End and Wooburn (p260) set out clearly the priorities that need to be achieved to meet the strategic
objectives of the Plan. In turn this is linked to Policy CP1 which provides a justified and effective
mechanism to deliver sustainable growth. This underpins Bourne End and Wooburn as an
appropriate location for the growth envisaged by the Plan.
Housing Matter 3
It is clear that the need and scale of housing required was supported by a robust and up to date
evidence base. The assessments were positively prepared and justified. The specific allocations in
the Plan were underpinned by WDC’s own separate assessments. In the case of BE2 this was
underpinned by the land owners/promoters previous detailed representations demonstrating the
deliverability of the allocation.
Green Belt Matter 6
It is clear that housing development cannot be accommodated on deliverable sites within
settlements. The HELLA's identifies a capacity of 5,611 dwellings on previously developed land
which is approximately 42% of the OAN of 13,200 dwellings over the Plan period. The methodology
for determining capacity was robust, applying differing densities to the settlement tiers and
factoring in specific site constraints that would impact on developable area. Given these
circumstances a green belt review was a necessary part of the plan making process. The green belt
review by WDC was a two stage process, assessing first "strategic land parcels" against the purposes
of the green belt followed by stage two which considered the areas identified at stage one against
four more detailed criteria, as to which:
1) The BE2 allocation is within Bourne End/Wooburn- a tier 2 settlement that is demonstrably
sustainable;
2) WDC's assessment accords with our assessment. The site scores between 0 and 2 where
“does not meet purpose (0), meets purpose weakly (1) or meets purpose relatively weakly
(2)”. In addition, the site is then tested against whether it is capable of removal from the
green belt. In the case of BE2 this would result in a rational built up area contiguous with an
existing non-green belt area. Finally, the site is then tested against the permanence of the
new green belt boundary and again this new boundary will endure;
3) The site passes the HELLA methodology of being deliverable. The site is also suitable and
passes the planning assessment in this regard. Importantly, the site is not within the AONB

and is, therefore, relatively less sensitive than the 70% of the District that lies in the
Chilterns AONB;
4) In successfully passing the first three steps and in relation to the overwhelming need to
provide more housing in sustainable locations, as set out in the Framework, the exceptional
circumstances test is met.
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The economic benefits of

Land at Jacksons Field and Hollands Farm,
Bourne End and Wooburn, Wycombe

Mr L Noe

The proposed development of up to 467 new homes and a 1 form entry
primary school offers the opportunity to stimulate economic growth,
create jobs, assist in meeting Wycombe District Council’s housing need
and add to the local authority’s revenues.

The proposal

467

New
homes

40%

Affordable
homes

Other details:

1 Form Entry Primary
School

68 FTE Jobs

Construction benefits

Construction jobs

(68 FTE jobs over the 8 year build period)

£13.1m GVA

£73.7m

Construction value

103 Jobs

Economic output

(total construction cost)

(additional GVA p.a.)

Supply chain jobs

(indirect/induced ‘spin-off’ FTE jobs supported)

Operational and expenditure benefits

£2.6m

22 Direct jobs

First occupation expenditure

£2.36m

Economic output from
Primary School

(FTE jobs from new
primary school)

(spending to make a house ‘feel like a home’)

(additional GVA p.a.)

£16.4m

Resident expenditure

(within local shops and services p.a.)

65 Supported jobs
(direct FTE jobs from increased
expenditure in local area)

Local Authority revenue benefits

£3.6m

New Homes Bonus
payments
(over a 4 year period)

Analysis and design by Lichfields (August 2018)

£905,000
Council Tax
revenues (p.a.)

£4.8m

Planning
contributions
(S106 or CIL)

S106 Provision

(highways improvement, travel plan,
green infrastructure and reservation
of land for doctors surgery)

(CL13542)

Land at Jacksons Field and Hollands Farm, Bourne End and Wooburn: Economic Benefits Assessment

Introduction
1.1

The need to increase the supply of housing in the UK has become an issue of increasing
importance and urgency for all levels of government. It is entirely appropriate that this should
be the case. In addition to the social imperative of ensuring that we can house the current and
future population, the delivery of housing is fundamental to the economic well-being of local
areas and the country as a whole. This was recognised by the Prime Minister in her foreword to
the Housing White Paper, in which she said that “our broken housing market is one of the
greatest barriers to progress in Britain today”, and continues throughout the document. The
first paragraph of the executive summary refers to the Government’s intention to boost housing
supply and create a more efficient housing market “which supports wider economic prosperity”.
This reflects the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2018) which re-states the
economic imperative behind the planning system and the need to increase housing supply.

1.2

Research undertaken by Lichfields in 2018 on behalf of the Home Builders Federation (HBF)
quantified the significant economic footprint of house building in England and Wales1. It
highlighted the role of housing as a driver of the UK economy, which:

1.3

1

Delivers “real” jobs and economic value;

2

Supports labour market mobility and well-being; and,

3

Enhances place competitiveness and local economic development.

It goes on to quantify the economic impact of housing at a national level:
1

£12bn invested in land and buildings for homes;

2

£11.7bn spent on suppliers, of which 90% remains within the UK;

3

Nearly 700,000 jobs supported; and,

4

£38bn economic output generated by house building each year.

1.4

It is also possible to measure the impact of individual development proposals. At a local level the
significance of residential development can be equally important.

1.5

This report has been prepared by Lichfields on behalf of Catesby Estates and Mr L Noe. It
assesses and summarises the potential economic impacts of a proposed residential allocation in
Bourne End and Wooburn, Wycombe. The proposed development comprises an indicative
capacity of at least 467 dwellings, including 40% affordable homes (c.187 units), and a 1 form
entry primary school.

1.6

The site is proposed for allocation under Policy BE2 (Hollands Farm, Bourne End and
Wooburn) of the draft Wycombe District Local Plan.

1.7

This report draws upon Lichfields’ “Evaluate” methodology which provides an analytical
framework for assessing the economic benefits arising from new development, as illustrated in
Figure 0.1. A summary infographic is provided at the start of this report and a glossary of the key
terms uses is appended. Technical details setting out how individual figures have been
calculated are contained in footnotes.

1

The Economic Impact of House Building in England and Wales (https://lichfields.uk/media/4313/the-economic-footprint-of-ukhouse-building.pdf)
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Figure 0.1 Evaluate Economic Benefits Framework

Source: Lichfields
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1.0

Construction Impacts
Capital Investment

1.1

The construction cost of the proposed development has been estimated at £73 million2.

Direct Employment
1.2

The development is expected to create 682 person-years of construction work over the 8year duration3 of the build4. In economic terms, there is a convention that 10-person years of
construction employment are equivalent to 1 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) job, so in this case a
total of 68 FTE construction jobs would be created.

1.3

Based on experience elsewhere it is expected that a proportion of the construction jobs created
by the proposed development will be taken up by the local workforce, particularly if measures
are in place to encourage local recruitment (for example through apprenticeships) and to raise
local skills levels. Given the duration of the build period, the construction employment will be in
place for a significant period of time.

Indirect and Induced Employment
1.4

In addition to direct employment opportunities, construction activity also involves purchases
from a range of suppliers (e.g. concrete, glass, steel), some of which will be based in the local
area. In turn, these suppliers purchase from other businesses further down the supply chain.
Consequently, a number of indirect jobs would be supported in companies supplying
construction materials and equipment.

1.5

Workers spending their wages in local shops, bars, restaurants and other facilities will help to
support the creation of induced jobs. Therefore, businesses in the local area and beyond are also
expected to benefit to some extent from temporary increases in expenditure linked to the direct
and indirect employment effects of the construction stage.

1.6

As a result, it is anticipated that the proposed development could support an additional 103
spin-off FTE jobs across the UK economy (in addition to the 68 FTE jobs set out above)5.

Economic Output
1.7

The construction phase of the proposed development will also make a contribution to local
economic output, as measured by Gross Value Added (GVA), a commonly used measure of
productivity and economic performance.

2

Construction cost based on:
a.
Residential: housing mix set out in Buckinghamshire Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessment Update
2016 (Addendum Report: September 2017); average unit size and build costs contained in Wycombe District Viability
Assessment (May 2017).
b. School: building size based on DfE Building Bulletin 103 (2014); build costs based on BCIS (2018), adjusted to South East
prices.
c.
Additional allowance of 15% to account for externals.
3 Build period based on information provided by Catesby Estates, and Lichfields’ Start to Finish research (2016) which states that
an average of 59.8 dwellings are completed each year on sites comprising between 100 and 499 dwellings
(https://lichfields.uk/media/1728/start-to-finish.pdf)
4 ONS Annual Business Survey data indicates that the average expenditure on materials, goods and services per job in the
construction sector in 2017 was £108,147. The figure for the number of jobs to be created is based on the application of this ratio
to the estimated construction cost. Data released May 2018.
5 This figure draws upon research undertaken on behalf of the National Housing Federation (NHF) in 2013 which indicates that the
construction industry has an indirect and induced employment multiplier of 1.51 (i.e. 1 job supports 1.51 spin-off jobs).
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1.8

The capital spending associated with the proposed development could deliver £5.4 million of
direct GVA for each year of construction6, whist the spin-off impact would equate to an
additional £7.7 million of GVA per annum during the build period7. It should be noted that
not all of the GVA impact will be retained locally.

1.9

The total GVA produced would therefore be £13.1 million.

6

This figure is based upon data published by Experian in September 2017 which indicates that the construction sector generates
an average GVA of £79,688 per FTE construction job in the South East of England.
7 This figure is based on research undertaken by CEBR on behalf of the NHF (2013) which indicates that £1 of GVA would support
£1.41 of indirect GVA.
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2.0

Operational Impacts
Direct Employment

2.1

Based upon the application of employment densities, it is estimated that the primary school that
is proposed as part of the scheme could support 36 jobs (22 FTEs).
Table A2.1 Gross employment impact of the proposed development

Use

No. pupils

Primary School
210
(D1)

Ratio: pupils/job

Number of
Jobs

Ratio: pupils/FTE

5.9

36

9.5

Number of FTEs
22

Source: Lichfields, 2016, based on HCA Employment Density Guide / Lichfields analysis

Indirect Employment
2.2

As with the construction jobs, the new jobs created at the school will support indirect
employment in the supply chain, and induced employment as a result of staff spending their
wages in the local area. It is estimated that the proposed school would also generate an
additional 16 indirect and induced jobs (10 FTE) in the South Each, of which 9 jobs (6 FTE) will
be based in Wycombe8.

Economic Output
2.3

As with the construction phase of the development, the operational phase will also make a
significant contribution to local economic output and GVA by supporting the creation of new
employment.

2.4

It is estimated that the 22 direct FTE jobs created at the new primary school would contribute
an additional £980,000 in GVA9. In addition, it is estimated that an additional £1.38m,000 in
spin-off GVA10 will be created, resulting in a total of £2.36mGVA.

8

Based on a multiplier of 0.45 for the region and 0.25 for the local area (i.e. 100 direct jobs would create 45 indirect/induced jobs
in the region, of which 25 would be located in the local area). Source: HCA Additionality Guide, Fourth Edition 2014
9 This figure is based upon data published by Experian in September 2017 which indicates that the education sector generates an
average GVA of £44,309 per FTE job in the South East of England.
10
This is based upon a multiplier of 1.41 as explained in footnote 7.
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3.0

Resident Expenditure Impacts
“First Occupation” Expenditure

3.1

Research conducted by Onepoll on behalf of Barratt Homes (2014) suggests that the average
homeowner spends approximately £5,500 within 18 months of moving to make the property
“feel like home”. First occupation expenditure typically involves furnishing and decorating a
property and will generate a range of economic benefits for the local economy by supporting
jobs within local businesses.

3.2

Applying this average level of one-off expenditure to the proposed 467 dwellings, it is estimated
that the proposed development will generate £2.6 million of first occupation
expenditure. This expenditure will be phased over a period of time, as new homes are built out
and occupied.

Ongoing Household Expenditure
3.3

Taking account of the ONS Family Spending Survey (2017 edition) provides data on typical
patterns of household expenditure. Having adjusted the average household expenditure figures
for these groups to reflect regional expenditure differentials11, it is estimated that the residents
of the 467 new homes could generate total gross expenditure of £16.4 million per annum.

3.4

A total of £5.5 million of this expenditure will be retail-related and £3.8 million will be leisurerelated. It is anticipated that this spending will generate 85 jobs (65 FTEs)12.

Net Additional Expenditure
3.5

It is recognised that not all residents of the proposed development will be “new” to the local
area. Taking account of data relating to the distance that people typically move from one home
to a new home13, and evidence that reveals that new people from outside the area may move into
homes that were vacated by people moving locally to the proposed development 14, it is estimated
that the level of new resident spending from households that previously lived more than 10
miles away – and that will therefore be additional to the local area – will be £11.2 million per
annum. Whilst not all of this will be retained locally, it will provide an important boost to local
shops and services

11

Average expenditure in the South East is approximately 18% higher than the national average
Based upon Business Population Estimates for the UK and Regions 2017, Published November 2017.
13 DCLG English Housing Survey 2013/14 (Headline Report, Table 1.1)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/469213/English_Housing_Su
rvey_Headline_Report_2013-14.pdf
14
DCLG research indicates that there are, on average, four transactions in each housing chain
12
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4.0

Local Authority Revenue Benefits
Council Tax and New Homes Bonus

4.1

The proposed development is expected to generate Council Tax payments for Wycombe District
Council of approximately £905,000 per annum in perpetuity15.,

4.2

The proposal could also attract a New Homes Bonus (NHB) Payment to Wycombe District
Council of up to £890,000 per annum for four years16, equivalent to a total of £3.6 million.
This figure includes the affordable homes premium of £350 per annum for each affordable unit.
However, these payments will only be achieved if Wycombe District Council has increased its
dwelling stock above the annual national baseline level (which was set at 0.4% for 201717).

Section 106 and CIL Contributions
4.3

The proposed development is anticipated to attract CIL contributions of circa £4.8 million18.

4.4

In addition, a package of s.106 provisions is expected to incorporate:
1

Highways improvements;

2

Provision of a Travel Plan;

3

Green infrastructure; and,

4

The reservation of land for a doctor’s surgery.

15

Based on the Council’s 2017/18 Council Tax charges and the 2017 breakdown of homes in the District into Council Tax bands.
Under the Government’s proposed changes to the NHB
17 0.4% of the 2017 dwelling stock (72,680) (DCLG Table 100) equates to an additional 291 dwellings per annum. The average level
of net housing completions between 2012/13 and 2016/17 was 416dpa..
18 Based on a charge of £181.47/sqm for open market residential, £0 for affordable housing, and £0 for education facilities. The
total open market floorspace is based on the housing mix and dwellings size assumptions detailed in footnote 2.
16
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5.0

Conclusion

5.1

The proposed residential development at Bourne End and Wooburn, Wycombe is anticipated to
attract a capital investment of approximately £74 million and will generate a range of direct,
indirect and induced effects.

5.2

The key economic impacts of the proposed developments are likely to include:

Pg 8

1

682 person-years of direct temporary construction employment, equivalent to
approximately 68 FTE construction jobs;

2

Expenditure within the supply chain and by construction workers is expected to support a
further 103 indirect and induced FTE jobs;

3

Total GVA generated by the construction phase of the scheme will amount to £13.1 million
per annum;

4

On-going employment within the primary school element of the scheme, supporting 36
direct jobs (22 FTE jobs) plus a further 16 indirect and induced jobs (10 FTE) in the SouthEast region, of which 9 jobs (6 FTE) will be based in Wycombe;

5

Total GVA generated by the primary school, once operational, will be £2.36m per annum;

6

£2.6 million of first occupation expenditure and a total annual resident expenditure of
£16.4 million, providing a significant boost to the local economy; and,

7

Once complete, the proposed development could generate £905,000 of additional Council
Tax receipts per year and a total of £3.6m in New Homes Bonus payments over a four-year
period.

Land at Jacksons Field and Hollands Farm, Bourne End and Wooburn: Economic Benefits Assessment

Glossary
Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
The number of equivalent employees working full-time. One FTE is equivalent to one employee
working full-time.

Gross Value Added (GVA)
The amount of wealth created by a company, calculated as net sales less the cost of bought-in
goods and services. This information can be aggregated up to provide average GVA per
employee by sector.

Indirect and Induced
Impacts supported by additional spending effects in an area as contractors/suppliers and
workers directly benefiting from an intervention purchase goods and services from local
providers.

Multiplier Effects
Further economic activity (jobs, expenditure or income) associated with additional local income,
local supplier purchases and longer-term effects.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected
to be applied. The new NPPF was published on 24 July 2018.

New Homes Bonus
A grant paid by central government to local councils for increasing the number of homes and
their use. The New Homes Bonus is paid each year for 4 years. It is based on the amount of extra
Council Tax revenue raised for new-build homes, conversions and long-term empty homes
brought back into use. A premium is payable on affordable units.

Person Years
The amount of work done by an individual during a working year, on a specific job.

Section 106 Planning Obligation
Legal contracts made under Section 106 of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act. They are
used to prescribe the nature of development to comply with policy; compensate for loss or
damage created by a development; and mitigate a development’s impact.
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APPENDIX 4
Technical Highway Issues
a)
Cores End Road/Princes Road Junction – Motion comment that the proposed mitigation
Scheme HF1 requires the existing junction to be upgraded to a standard roundabout and include
Princes Road as a fourth arm but state that no evidence on deliverability has been provided. Annex
K of the TFA considers a design prepared by Motion for such an improvement. They note that such a
scheme may not meet required standards.
Response: Having considered the matter in detail, BCC’s and Cannon’s assessment is that a
roundabout junction can be delivered that would meet required standards. CCE Drawing N971-201
Rev A (attached) responds to the points identified by Motion in their TFA at paragraph 3.9 and
paragraph 7.12 of Appendix A Highway Impact Assessment (TFA). These state;

Paragraph 3.9 (TFA)‘An indicative layout of such a junction, which has informed the
junction modelling presented at Section 5, is provided in the Highway Impact Assessment
at Appendix A. However, it is important to note that the indicative layout shows the
achievable visibility splays on the Cores End Road (West) approach is 28 metres, with the
equivalent for Princes Road being 21 metres. When this is compared to the requirements
contained within TD16/07 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for a 30 miles per
hour road (i.e. 70 metres), it is evident that this is below the normal accepted
requirements and therefore has the potential to result in rear end shunt type collisions at
the stop line.’

Paragraph 7.12 (TFA Appendix A)‘Due to the alignment of Princes Road and Cores
End Road, and the constraint of the bridge over the River Wye, it will be difficult to
provide a suitable junction within the highway boundary that will comply with current
design standards. For example, it is important to note that the achievable visibility splays
on the Cores End Road approach is 28 metres, with the equivalent for Princes Road being
21 metres. When this is compared to the requirements contained within TD16/07 of the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, it is evident that this is below the normal accepted
requirements. Nonetheless, it has been used as an indicative layout to assess the possible
impact of a junction in this location.’

Response: Drawing N971-201 Rev A details a four arm standard roundabout junction (based on
topographical survey) which can be delivered within the public maintainable highway and is in
accordance with design guidance set out in TD16/07. The design achieves full DMRB visibility SSD
sights lines of 90m and appropriate deflection. The design has been presented to BCC who have
confirmed suitability in principle. The design presented provides one way in which junction capacity
to deliver Policy BE2 could be provided.

b)
Princes Road Private Ownership – Motion comment at paragraph 3.11 that WDC should
demonstrate that there are no land ownership issues that will preclude the ability of this road being
made up to adoptable standards. Motion accept that if there are no legal impediments to upgrading
the surface of Princes Road there would appear to be sufficient width to provide a 5.5m carriageway
and two footways of 1.8m wide. At paragraph 3.12 they confirm that based on Manual for Streets
(MfS) guidance that this design specification is sufficient to enable two larger vehicles to pass oneanother safely.
Response: Motion’s conclusion, that Princes Road is suitable in its current form to provide a
vehicular access to adoptable standards and serve Policy BE2, is supported. The land required to
deliver the Link Road is within control of the landowner. The limit of the adopted highway on
Princes Road abuts the ownership of Mr Noé. There are, therefore, no legal impediments to the
delivery of Princes Road to adoptable standards.
c)
Bus Strategy – Motion comment at paragraph 3.12 on the minimum design specifications of
6m for facilitating bus access, and comment that this identifies shortcomings in the emerging bus
strategy for the site.
Response: BCC public transport officer has confirmed that a bus could travel in one direction only
and so minimise any potential conflict in the short section of the Link Road that is 5.5m wide, should
the site be required to accommodate a service.
In any event Figure 1 (below) shows the 400m catchment of the existing bus stops within Bourne
End served by Route 37. This identifies that the entire BE2 allocation is well within 400-800m
catchment of regular public transport services (and within the MfS definition of "walkable
neighbourhoods" - typically having a range of facilities within 10 minutes (up to 800m) walking
distances of residential areas). This is not an upper limit and MfS states that walking offers the
greatest potential to replace short car trips, particularly those under 2km. Whilst a diverted service
might improve accessibility to the site, the site’s proximity to existing public transport services
demonstrates that providing a diverted bus service is neither essential, nor a prerequisite, for the
site to be considered sustainable. This matter could form one element of a package of initiatives in
combination with positive masterplanning. A design focussed on walking and cycling infrastructure
both within and external to the site would maximise BE2’s full potential for sustainable travel which
could be secured at the development management/planning stage.
d)
Bridgestone Drive Access – Motion comment at paragraph 3.15 on the suitability of access
from Bridgestone Drive promoted by the owner of Jackson’s Field to serve the quantum of
development that WDC has identified as being deliverable at Policy BE2.
Response: Bridgestone Drive provides an access option for the BE2 allocation but is not promoted as
the principle site access. The principle site access will be as set out in Policy BE2.
e)
Proposed Mitigation Capacity Assessments – Motion’s capacity assessments confirm that
the proposed mitigation measures set out within The Jacobs Wycombe Local Plan Sites Traffic
Modelling report, dated 26th June 2017, provide an improvement to the local highway network
alongside the additional trips generated by the new housing.

Response: Motion’s conclusions are supported. Mitigation similar to that presented within the
Jacobs report can be accommodated on the local highway network. As with any proposed
development, detailed discussions during the planning application stage with BCC Development
Management will identify where mitigation is necessary. This is to ensure, in accordance with the
Framework, that the residual cumulative impacts on the road network will not be severe or lead to
unacceptable impacts on highway safety. Mitigation to support development at the site is not
limited to those schemes presented by Jacobs and tested by Motion but rather provides an
indication of the type of mitigation that will be required. The final and detailed package of
mitigation required to deliver Policy BE2 will be identified as part of the supporting Transport
Assessment and Development Management discussions at the planning application stage.

Figure 1 - high level 400m catchment public transport accessibility
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